
2. Install V-Sleeve onto OD of tube with notched side towards tube end. Install fitting fully into tube. Visually confirm tube is fully inserted through V-Sleeve notches.

3. Assure sleeve is fully installed onto end of tube and fitting is inserted fully into tube end. Compress tool perpendicular to tube. Compress only once.

4. Remove any defective connections. Use a gauge to assure a proper joint. Test all completed joints.

**Note:**
Be sure to use a V-Sleeve specific compression tool to make connections. Be sure tool is properly calibrated, tubing is cut squarely, tube is inserted into sleeve completely and fitting is inserted fully into tube.

V-Sleeve Compression tool. Different colored handles help distinguish long handle V-Sleeve tools from standard crimp tools.

Always check sleeves before use. Creased or bent sleeves should never be installed.